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This works follows a generalised continuum framework developed by Sansour (1998) to derive a strain
gradient formulation suitable to address scale effects of structures where one dimension is very small
(e.g. thin ﬁlms, nano tubes etc.). Whereas a previous strain gradient approach by Sansour et al. (2009)
considered the fully three-dimensional setting, the approach here proposes a shell theory which aims
to run computations of thin structures more efﬁciently and to include scale effects. The theory features
a generalised deformation description, new strain and stress measures. As consequence of these new
quantities a corresponding generalised variational principle is formulated. The approach is completed
by Dirichlet boundary conditions for the displacement ﬁeld and its derivatives. A numerical example is
presented based on a meshfree formulation which provides the necessary C1 continuity.
Crown Copyright  2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In the classical ﬁelds of its applications, non-linear shell theory
has achieved a high level of sophistication. Computations of large
deformations, also at large strains, elastic or inelastic, can well be
performed for shells. In recent times, however, scale effects have
come in the research focus due to the fact that they originate in
and characterise the material behaviour at lower scales. The later
is considered an important area of research in material science
and engineering. Indeed, in many applications scale effects can
be observed and 3-dimensional extended theories of deformation
have been constructed to cater for them. The lack of scale effects,
however, is one of the major shortcomings of classical shell theo-
ries. New areas of applications such as in the ﬁelds of bio-mechan-
ics and micro-mechanics, where scale effects do play an important
role, motivate new approaches to shell theory. The paper is about
constructing a geometrically exact shell theory which exhibits
scale effects in a natural way and so can capture the same in
computations.
Classically, there has been two approaches to derive shell theo-
ries. In the ﬁrst one, the three-dimensional ﬁeld equations are
approximated depending on certain assumptions regarding the
displacement ﬁeld as a function of the shell thickness. The
corresponding integration over the shell thickness of the principal013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All r
: +44 115 9513898.
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.of virtual work, or any equivalent or similar statement such as
Hamilton’s principle in the dynamical case, leads to reduced two-
dimensional ﬁeld equations. Alternatively, in the so-called direct
approach shell theories are derived by considering two-dimen-
sional surfaces from the outset, where these surfaces are equipped
with extra degrees of freedom via a generalised-continuum frame-
work. One of the early attempts to do so is the work by Ericksen et
al. (1957) which initiated further work half century ago (e.g. Cohen
et al., 1966; Green et al., 1965).
In addition to the approach itself, shell theories can be classiﬁed
depending on the kinematic assumptions underlying their deriva-
tion. Of the many possible assumptions two groups are of special
interest. In the ﬁrst group one distinguishes between theories
which allow for shear strain to be considered (shearable shells)
in contrast to those which assume shear rigidity (Kirhhoff–Love
assumption). In the second, the classiﬁcation follows the consider-
ation whether thickness change is taken into account in contrast to
theories which assume the thickness to be constant. The latter
classiﬁcation is of interest with regard to non-linear constitutive
laws. Taking shell thickness changes into account allows for those
to be applied directly and the reduction to a plane state of stress
becomes obsolete. In general, these assumptions decide about
the number of degrees of freedom retained in the theory. However,
some assumptions can be relaxed within a numerical procedure
without increasing the degrees of freedom per se, e.g. thickness
change can be introduced via an assumed strain methodology
within the numerical scheme.
Shell theories can be classiﬁed further regarding the type of
strain measures used. Speciﬁcally two types can be distinguished:
shell theories based on the symmetric Green strain tensor and aights reserved.
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based strain measures), and those based on stretch type strain
measures, symmetric or otherwise, together with corresponding
change of curvature tensor.
Examples of Kirchhoff–Love type shells can be found in Koiter
(1963); Pietraszkiewicz (1974) Pietraszkiewicz (1989); Schieck et
al. (1992); Cirak et al. (2000). Shearable shells with so-called Reiss-
ner–Mindlin kinematics were formulated by Naghdi (1972) and
parameterised by a 2-dimensional rotation tensor by Simo et al.
(1990), see also Basar et al. (1990), Bischoff et al. (1997), Klinkel
et al. (2008). Stretch-type strain measures in conjunction with a
three-parametric rotation tensor, formulated with shear but with
no thickness change, can be found in E. Reissner (1983); Libai
et al., 1983 and Zhilin (1976), all in intrinsic formulations, and in
Sansour et al. (1992); Sansour et al. (1995); Chroscielewski et al.
(1992); Merlini et al. (2011) with explicit inclusion of rotation ten-
sors. Shells with thickness change have been formulated in Sansour
et al. (1995); Parisch (1995); and Sansour et al. (1998) via corre-
sponding degrees of freedom and in Buechter et al. (1994) via an
assumed strain ansatz.
Within ﬁnite element frameworks non-linear shells which fall
in one of the above categories or modiﬁcation thereof have been
widely considered in the literature. The list would be too long to
call, however, among many others we mention Wriggers et al.
(1993); Betsch et al. (1996); Ibrahimbegovic et al. (1235); Kulikov
et al. (2002); Arciniega et al. (2007); Reias et al. (2005); Dung et al.
(2008).
To derive a shell theory with scale effects, the area of general-
ised continua is a natural starting point. In contrast to classical
continuum theories, generalised formulations facilitate internal
lengths which can describe scale effects (Eringen, 1999). The incor-
poration of strain gradients were shown to be useful in avoiding
difﬁculties associated with strain and stress singularities (see e.g.
Lazar et al., 2006), or provide scale effects (Aifantis, 1999; Akarapu
et al., 2006; Ohashi et al., 1307). For the former, material instabil-
ities linked with the loss of ellipticity of the governing equations
can be dealt with, e.g. as observed in shear band formations. Gen-
eralised continua also found application in higher-order homoge-
nisation schemes incorporating strain gradients and micro-space
boundary conditions (Kouznetsova et al., 1235; Larsson et al.,
2006). A few recent applications of generalised continuum formu-
lations, though linear ones, are reported in Manzaria et al. (2005);
Kumar et al. (2004); Dillard et al. (2006).
Many applications, however, are concerned with so-called thin
domains (e.g. thin ﬁlms, nano tubes). These kinds of computations
can be more effectively run via a shell theory. Hence the motiva-
tion to develop a shell theory which includes in a natural way scale
effects. This is done by extending and modifying existing 3D gen-
eralised formulations of the authors (Sansour, 1998; Sansour
et al., 2009) to accommodate for the shell. A rather simpliﬁed
strain gradient theory was employed in Sun et al. (2008) and
implemented in a meshfree code to study higher order effects
modelling the buckling behaviour of nanotubes under torsion
and axial compression, respectively. In Papargyri-Beskou (2009) a
formulation for special cylindrical shells under axial compressive
forces with simpliﬁed Donnel-type non-linearity was considered
and in Reddy (2010) a non-local plate theory with simple von Kar-
man-type non-linearity was presented.
This generalised continuum framework considers a generalised
space consisting of a macro- and micro-continuum. The general-
ised position vector is consequently a function of corresponding
macro and micro co-ordinates. However, the dependency on the
micro co-ordinates is assumed to be a priori known. For speciﬁc
choices, speciﬁc generalised continuum theories are recovered.
The dimensionality of the micro-continuum and the number of de-
grees of freedom additional to those needed for a classicalcontinuum or equivalently, the use of higher order deformations,
may be freely chosen depending on the accuracy desired in the
description of the physical process at hand. In particular, for fully
non-linear formulations including inelastic deformations at ﬁnite
strains, the strength and generality of the formulation can be com-
pletely exploited. Most notably, the difference in the number of
material parameters in comparison to a classical formulation is
kept to a minimum and is conﬁned to purely geometric ones which
describe the micro continuum. In this paper, the approach is mod-
iﬁed as to account for two different internal or micro spaces. The
ﬁrst one is supposed to capture the thickness effects and the sec-
ond captures the scale effects. The approach provides strain mea-
sures which go beyond the membrane strain and the change of
curvature tensor, the classical strain measures of the shell. The
resulting theory takes shear and thickness change into account
but considers also higher gradient responsible for the scale effects.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 the theory of the
three-dimensional generalised continuum is outlined and then
modiﬁed in Section 3 to speciﬁcally address shell structures exhib-
iting scale effects. Subsequently, in Section 4 a variational formula-
tion based on the generalised shell theory is proposed. A numerical
example utilizing hyperelastic material law and moving least
square (MLS)-based approximations is presented in Section 6.
2. Deformation and strain
The generalised continuum theory which will be outlined in the
following is based on the theoretical framework for a generalised
continuum proposed in Sansour (1998). This framework makes
use of the mathematical concept of a ﬁbre bundle, where, in the
simplest case, the generalised space is constructed as the Cartesian
product of a macro space B  Eð3Þ and a micro-space S which we
write as G :¼ B  S. This deﬁnition assumes an additive structure
of Gwhich implies that the integration over the macro- and the mi-
cro-continuum can be performed separately. Physically, the micro-
continuum can be related to what is known as the representative
volume element. However, the concept here is very general in nat-
ure as it allows for such a continuum to be of any dimension, also
one-dimensional. The macro-space B is parameterized by the cur-
vilinear coordinates #i and the micro-space S by the curvilinear
coordinates fa, both we assume to be convected. Here, and in what
follows, Latin indices take the values 1; 2 or 3 and Greek indices
1; . . . or n. The dimension of S denoted by n is arbitrary, but ﬁnite.
Furthermore, we want to exclude that the dimension and topology
of the micro-space is dependent on #i.
Each material point ~X 2 G is related to its spatial placement
~x 2 Gt at time t 2 R by the mapping ~u tð Þ : G ! Gt as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Note the generalised space G is indicated by a swung dash
and for convenience, but without loss of generality, we identify G
with the un-deformed reference conﬁguration at a ﬁxed time t0,
here and in what follows.
The generalised space can be projected to the macro-space in its
reference and its current conﬁguration by
p0ð~XÞ ¼ X and pt ~xð Þ ¼ x ð1Þ
respectively, where p0 as well as pt represent projection maps, and
X 2 B and x 2 Bt . The tangent space TG in the reference conﬁgura-
tion and TGt at the current conﬁguration are given by the pairs
ð~Gi  IaÞ and ð~gi  iaÞ, respectively, which are deﬁned by
~Gi ¼ @
~X
@#i
and Ia ¼ @
~X
@fa
; ~gi ¼ @
~x
@#i
and ia ¼ @
~x
@fa
: ð2Þ
The corresponding dual contra-variant vectors are denoted by ~Gi
and Ia, respectively. The generalised tangent space can also be pro-
jected to its corresponding macro-space by
Fig. 1. conﬁguration spaces.
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respectively. Note that the idea of a projection is not trivial. The def-
inition of the projection maps depends on the geometry and the
topology of the micro-space. While it is possible to assume a Carte-
sian micro-space, resulting in a projection map which is the iden-
tity, in general, however, the micro-space could be equipped with
a curvature or has a complicated topological structure resulting in
non-trivial projection maps
Now, we assume that the placement vector ~x of a material point
P ð~X 2 GÞ is of an additive nature and is the sum of its position in
the macro-continuum x 2 Bt and in the micro-continuum n 2 St
as follows
~x #k; fb; t
 
¼ x #k; t
 
þ n #k; fb; t
 
: ð4Þ
Thereby, the micro-placement n is taken relative to the macro-
placement vector x.
Remark. It is important to note that while we view the deforma-
tion in a higher dimensional space, the ﬁnal goal is to project this
deformation on the classical three dimensional space (that is on B).
When doing so we end up with a richer type of deformations, extra
degrees of freedom and a scheme as to how to determine the
constitutive law for them. Now, in the deformed conﬁguration, Eq.
(4), ~x has components in all dimensions of the extended space and
so does n. x is by deﬁnition the projection on Bt . However, since we
are interested in the projections, that is, in what happens in the
classical three-dimensional space, we can restrict ourselves to
these vectors being deﬁned in R3, speciﬁcally to the components of
n in that space. This can be done either by restricting the map ~u to
R3 or by considering only the projection of ~u on that space. Of
course it is possible to run the computations in the whole extended
space but, unless there is a necessity to do so, it is much more
economical and practical to restrict the vectors to three
dimensions.
At the heart of the approach is the assumption that the depen-
dency of n on the co-ordinate fa can be given a priori in form of an
ansatz. The assumption fa=R 1, justiﬁes the simplest possible
choice of linear dependency which leads to the following ansatz:
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ fa aa #k; t
 
: ð5Þ
The vectors aa #k; t
 
can be viewed as the extra degrees of freedom
of the system with their corresponding micro-coordinates fa andtheir direction coinciding with ia as depicted in Fig. 1. The number
of these vectors must be chosen according to a speciﬁc topology of
the micro-space as well as certain physical properties of a material
due to its intrinsic structure. Generally, the vector functions
aa #k; t
 
can be described with the help of a tensor A as follows
aa #k; t
 
¼ AIa: ð6Þ
Note, if the dimension of S is three, then we have A 2 GLþð3Þ which
can be restricted to subgroups of GLþð3Þ as well. Here GLþð3;RÞ de-
ﬁnes the general linear group of 3 3 matrices (deﬁned over the
body of real numbers) with positive determinants (simply all
invertible 3 3 matrices with positive determinants).
In order to avoid the incorporation of additional degrees of free-
dom, other than the displacement degrees of freedom, we ﬁrst re-
strict the dimensionality of the micro-space to three; Greek indices
take now the values 1; 2; or 3. Second, we deﬁne the extra degrees
of freedom aa (Eq. 6) in the current conﬁguration Bt from now on
as follows
aa ¼ @x
@#1
;
@x
@#2
; or
@x
@#3
: ð7Þ
Note, that it is important to realize that the dimension of the micro-
space does not have to coincide with the dimension of the macro-
space, but must not be larger than three.
Taking the spatial derivatives of the position vector in the cur-
rent conﬁguration with respect to the macro-coordinates #i given
by
~x;i ¼ @
~x
@#i
¼ x;i #k; t
 
þ fa aa;i #k; t
 
ð8Þ
and with respect to the micro-coordinates fa given by
~x;a ¼ @
~x
@fa
¼ aa #k; t
 
; ð9Þ
the generalised deformation gradient tensor is then expressed as
follows
~F ¼ x;i þ fa aa;i
  ~Gi þ aa  Ia: ð10Þ
Note that second order derivatives now have entered the formula-
tion. This is a direct consequence of restricting the degrees of free-
dom to those of a classical continuum, while still keeping to a
generalised deformation.
In order to formulate generalised strain measures we proceed in
analogy to the deﬁnition of the classical right Cauchy–Green defor-
mation tensor and deﬁne its generalised equivalent as
~C ¼ ~FT~F: ð11Þ
By neglecting higher order terms in fa as well as restricting our-
selves, for the sake of mathematical simplicity and computational
performance, to the physically meaningful projections on R3  R3,
by disregarding contributions with respect to ~Gk  Ib and Ia  Ib,
we get
~C ¼ x;k  x;l þ fa x;k  aa;l þ aa;k  x;l
  
~Gk  ~Gl ¼ Cþ faKa: ð12Þ
This is a meaningful outcome, because ~C still includes the conven-
tional as well as the generalised type of strains. C represents the
conventional right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor and Ka the
generalised contributions of Eq. (12). Note that the scalar products
of vectors are denoted by a dot.
3. generalised shell theory
To derive a shell theory with scale effects the above framework
is modiﬁed and extended in two ways. First, the generalised space
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as follows:
G :¼ B  Lf g  S: ð13Þ
Here, L is a further ﬁbre the geometric nature of which is to be spec-
iﬁed depending on the problem at hand. Second, with shell theory
in mind, the above space is speciﬁed by certain selection of the
dimensions of B and L. Speciﬁcally B is assumed to be a two-dimen-
sional continuum, henceforth referred to asM, and L is assumed to
be a one-dimensional continuum. Accordingly, we have
G :¼ MLf g  S: ð14Þ
M is supposed to model a two-dimensional surface parameterised
by the curvilinear coordinates #i and L is supposed to model the
shell thickness which is parameterised by the generally curvilinear
coordinate z. The microspace S is again parameterised by the curvi-
linear co-ordinates na. Accordingly, in what follows, Latin indices
take the values 1 or 2, and Greek indices 1; . . . to n.
The tangent space TG in the reference conﬁguration is deﬁned
now by the triple fð~Gi  ~NÞ ~Iag given by
~Gi ¼ @
~X
@#i
; ~N ¼ @
~X
@z
and ~Ia ¼ @
~X
@fa
: ð15Þ
The corresponding tangent space in the current conﬁguration TGt is
spanned by the triple ð~gi  ~dÞ ~ia
n o
given by
~gi ¼ @
~x
@#i
; ~d ¼ @~x
@z
and ~ia ¼ @
~x
@fa
: ð16Þ
At the shell surface the pair ðGi;NÞ deﬁnes the natural covariant
base of the macro-space (or base continuum) ML in the refer-
ence conﬁguration, whereas gi and d denote their images in the cur-
rent conﬁguration. It is convenient to choose N, via a suitable
parametrisation, as the unit normal vector on M : N ¼ ijGi  Gj,
where ij denotes the components of the two-dimensional Ricci ten-
sor given by
ij ¼
þ 1ﬃﬃ
G
p ; for even permutations of i; j
 1ﬃﬃ
G
p ; for odd permutations of i; j
(
; ð17Þ
with Gi denoting the tangent vectors at M which are given by
@X=@#i ¼ ~Gijz¼0;f¼0 and G is the determinant of the Riemannian met-
ric coefﬁcients Gij ¼ Gi  Gj. Note, however, that the vector ~d, in gen-
eral, is neither normal to the deformed surface Mt nor is a unit
vector. Such restrictions could be considered which would identify
the shell theory as of the Kirchhoff–Love type.
The generalised space is to be projected onto the macro-spaces
in their reference and current conﬁgurations. Two types of projec-
tion maps can be identiﬁed. The ﬁrst onto ðM LÞ and the second
one onto M:
pL0 ð~XÞ ¼ Xþ Z and pL ~xð Þ ¼ xþ z; ð18Þ
as well as
pM0 ð~XÞ ¼ X and pM ~xð Þ ¼ x; ð19Þ
respectively, where X 2M;Z 2 L, x 2Mt and z 2 Lt . The exact def-
inition of these projections depends on the geometry of the shell,
i.e. its curvature, as well as the assumed geometry of the extra space
S. Clearly, while pM0 ;pL0 are to be given a priori, their time depen-
dent counterparts will depend on the deformation itself.
The generalised tangent space can also be projected onto its
corresponding macro tangent spaces by the corresponding
projections
pL0 ð ~GiÞ ¼ ~Gijfa¼0;pL0 ð~NÞ ¼ ~Njfa¼0 ð20Þ
andpLt ~gið Þ ¼ ~gijfa¼0;pLt ~di
 
¼ ~dijfa¼0; ð21Þ
as well as
pM0 ð ~GiÞ ¼ Gi;pM0 ð~NÞ ¼ N ð22Þ
and
pMt ~gið Þ ¼ gi;pMt ~d
 
¼ d: ð23Þ
Speciﬁcally, if we assume that ~Gi ¼ ~Gijfa¼0, that is pL0 is the identity
map, which means that the extra space S has no curvature, and in
addition that the projection pM0 acts on ~N as the identity map as
well, meaning: ~N ¼ N, then pM0 becomes the so-called shifter
known in shell theory and is given by the relation ð1 zBÞ, where
1 is the identity tensor and B is the shell curvature tensor. Such a
choice of geometry provides us with Z ¼ zN. In what follows we as-
sume that z=R 1, where R is the characteristic length of the shell,
which could be its smallest radius.
Now, similar to Eq. (4) we choose the placement vector ~x of a
material point P 2 G to be the sum of its position in the macro-con-
tinuum given by x 2 Mt as well as z 2 Lt and its position in the mi-
cro-continuum n 2 St as follows
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ z #k; z; t
 
þ n #k; z; fb; t
 
: ð24Þ
Note here the dependencies on different sets of co-ordinates. In-
deed, in addition to the time, while x depends on the co-ordinates
#k; z depends on #k and z as well. Finally, n depends on all co-ordi-
nates #k; z and fb.
The fundamental step now is to assume the form of the depen-
dencies on z and fb via an appropriate ansatz. We formulate this in
two steps. First we assume for z #k; z; t
 
a quadratic distribution
with respect to z. This is meaningful as it allows for the application
of classical three-dimensional constitutive laws without ill-condi-
tioning in the very thin regime (Sansour et al., 1995). Accordingly,
we have
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ zþ z2 k #k; t
  
d #k; t
 
þ n #k; z; fb; t
 
: ð25Þ
The quadratic ansatz in Eq. (25) is a special ansatz not a standard
one. Only a scalar term is added which results in a full rank change
of curvature tensor (K33 – 0, see below). This fact allows for the
application of a three-dimensional constitutive law. In a classical
shell formulation we end up with a 7-parameter shell model, as
introduced in Sansour et al. (1995); Parisch (1995); and Buechter
et al. (1994), the latter in a modiﬁed form. The ansatz does not
aim at improving the quality of a shell solution linear in z but rather
to allow for a full three-dimensional constitutive law to be applied.
A mathematical analysis of the model for plates is available in Roes-
sle et al. (1999).
The next step is now to select a function in z; fb for n #k; z; fb; t
 
.
The simplest possible choice is linear in fb and z as well. Hence, two
additional terms must be provided resulting in the following
expression:
~x ¼ x #k; t
 
þ zþ z2 k #k; t
 h i
d #k; t
 
þ fa aa #k; t
 
þ zba #k; t
 h i
: ð26Þ
This assumption characterises the shell theory at hand. It reduces to
a classical shell model if the vectors aa and ba are disregarded. With
them we end up with a shell theory with 7 degrees of freedom for
the classical part (x;d, and k) and further two vectors the number of
the components of which depends on the dimension of the micro
space. Already the simplest one-dimensional choice provides us
with two vectors, and so, with extra six degrees of freedom. It is,
hence, meaningful to think of simpliﬁcations to reduce the overall
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now we derive, based on the above assumption, the strain measures
of the shell which are to be retained in any possible analysis.
Since we have assumed that both z=R 1 and fa=R 1 we may
drop the vectors ba which come with the nonlinear term zfa. How-
ever, with an eye on the modiﬁcation of the shell theory, to be ad-
dressed later, to include higher gradients of the classical degrees of
freedom x and d, we retain these vectors as they allow for a sym-
metric (equal) treatment of both mentioned ﬁelds.
Taking the spatial derivatives of the generalised placement vec-
tor in the current conﬁguration, Eq. (26), with respect to the
macro-coordinates #i and z as well as with respect to the micro-
coordinates fa, the generalised deformation gradient can be writ-
ten down as follows
~F ¼ x;i þ zþ z2 k
 
d;i þ z2 k;idþ fa aa;i þ zfaba;i
  ~Gi
þ 1þ 2zkð Þdþ faba;zð Þ  ~Nþ aa þ zbað Þ  ~Ia: ð27Þ
Similar to Eq. (11) a generalised Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
can be formulated. In doing so we restrict ourselves to the dominant
and relevant terms. We, accordingly, disregard higher order terms
in z and fa as well as the components with respect to
~Gk  Ib; ~N~Ib and Ia  Ib. One has
~C ¼ x;i  x;j þ z x;i  d;j þ d;i  x;j
 þ fa x;i  aa;j þ aa;i  x;j 
þ fa x;i  ba;j þ x;j  ba;i þ aa;i  d;j þ aa;j  d;i
 
~Gi  ~Gj
þ x;i  dþ z d;i  dþ 2kx;i  d
 þ fa ðx;i  ba þ aa;i  dÞ
þ fa 2kaa;i  dþ d  ba;i þ d;i  ba
 
~Gi  ~Nþ ~N ~Gi
 
d  dþ 4zkd  dþ fa2d  ba þ 4zfa kd  ba½ 	 ~N ~N
 
: ð28Þ
The above expression suggests the following strain measures to be
considered as the main ones characterising the shell theory:
C0 ¼ x;i  x;j ðGi  GjÞ þ x;i  d Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ d  d ðN NÞ; ð29Þ
K ¼ x;i  d;j þ d;i  x;j
  ðGi  GjÞ þ ðd;i  dþ 2kx;i  dÞ
Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ 4kd  dðN NÞ; ð30Þ
Da ¼ ðx;i  aa;j þ aa;i  x;jÞ ðGi  GjÞ þ ðx;i  ba þ aa;i  dÞ
Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ 2d  ba ðN NÞ; ð31Þ
Ha ¼ x;i  ba;j þ x;j  ba;i þ aa;i  d;j þ aa;j  d;i
  ðGi  GjÞ
þ 2kaa;i  dþ d  ba;i þ d;i  ba
 
Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ 4kd  ba ðN NÞ: ð32Þ
The above strain measures are deﬁned with respect to the basis sys-
tem of the shell surface. In order to produce the generalised Cauchy-
Green tensor deﬁned in Eq. (28) we ﬁrst introduce the new strain
tensor
C ¼ C0 þ zKþ faDa þ zfaHa; ð33Þ
which must then be projected on the generalised space via the in-
verse of the tangent projection maps. The relation then holds
~C ¼ ðpM0 Þ1CðpM0 ÞT : ð34Þ
Indeed, while C and K are the classical shell strain measures, our ap-
proach provides us with two new strain measures which deﬁne the
extension into the generalised shell theory and are responsible for
the extra effects such as scale effects we are anticipating. Note also,
when building the expression for the internal energy or the internal
virtual work, the generalised basis cancels out upon multiplication
with their duals from the stress tensor. However, the projection
maps are still needed to calculate the metric of the generalised
space. Note also that, as suggested earlier, the tensors Ha are ofhigher order and could be dropped as they come with the higher or-
der term of zfa.
4. The variational formulation and the corresponding
equilibrium equations
Leaning on a classical principle of virtual work based on the
classicalCauchy–Green deformation tensor, a generalised variational
principle based on ~C (Eq. 34) can be similarly deﬁned. With the
speciﬁcation of MLf g  S, the domain of interest is not yet fully
deﬁned. What is still missing is the deﬁnition of the boundaries.
Strictly speaking we have to consider a whole set of boundaries
and sub-boundaries such as ð @MLf g  SÞ, ð M @Lf g  SÞ,
ð M Lf g  @SÞ, ð @M @Lf g  SÞ, ð @MLf g  @SÞ
ð M @Lf g  @SÞ and ð @M @Lf g  @SÞ. However, for the sake of
brevity and with an eye on capturing only the dominant effects,
we restrict ourselves in what follows to the ﬁrst type of boundaries
which is ð @MLf g  SÞ.
First, we deﬁne the kinetic energy of the generalised shell space
as
K ¼
Z
M
Z
L
Z
S
1
2
q0 _~x  _~xdRdLdA; ð35Þ
with q0 denoting the density in fMLg  S. The area element dA
and the line element dL refer to the conventional shell space, i.e. its
mid-surface M and its thickness L, respectively, while dR refers to
the volume, surface or length element in domain S.
Eq. (26) in now inserted in (35) and the resulting expression is
explicitly integrated over the domains L and S. Here again we
want to restrict ourselves to the major and dominant contribu-
tions, which leaves us with the following expression
K ¼ 1
2
Z
M
q0hR _x  _xþ q0
h3
12
R _d  _dþ q0h
b3ðaÞ
12
_aa  _aa
"
þ q0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
_ba  _ba
#
dA: ð36Þ
Here, h is the shell thickness and R deﬁnes the length, surface,
or volume of the micro space S depending on its dimension and
bðaÞ is the length in the a-direction, where the bracket indicates
that a is ﬁxed and not to be treated as a free index. Obviously
R is the product of all the bðaÞs. Note that the last two terms in
the expression is the generalised contribution in the kinetic en-
ergy. They have been retained not because of their signiﬁcance
or magnitude but rather to give the degrees of freedom aa
and ba corresponding kinetic terms. This is done for completion
on the one hand, but also, on the other hand, because being
very relevant in explicit type integration schemes. Indeed, in im-
plicit type integration schemes the terms could be neglected.
The only degree of freedom without a corresponding kinetic
term retained in the expression is k. This has three reasons.
First, the inertia term is of the order of Oðh5Þ which is very
small. Second, the term comes in coupled form with quadratic
d and so again is negligible. Third, the nature of k is different
than the nature of the other degrees of freedom. The strain
measures do not depend on derivatives of k. Hence, the corre-
sponding Euler–Lagrange equation will be an algebraic one,
which suggests that k could be eliminated. Indeed, within, say,
a ﬁnite element scheme, k could be eliminated at an element
level.
The external potential in the Lagrangian form is expressed by
Wext ¼ 
Z
M
Z
L
Z
S
~p  ~x dRdLdA
Z
@MN
Z
L
Z
S
~ps
 ~x dRdLdS; ð37Þ
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fMLg  S and on f@MN  Lg  S, respectively. dS denotes a line
element of the curve deﬁning the boundary of the mid-surface @M.
For simplicity we have assumed the forces to be of conservative nat-
ure. Also, dS is the line element at boundary of M.
Upon inserting Eq. (26), integrating over the domains L and S
and disregarding higher order terms, one ends up with the follow-
ing expression
Wext ¼ 
Z
M
p  xþ l  dþ qa  aa þ ra  bað Þ dA

Z
@MN
t  xþ ls  dþ qas  aa þ ras  ba
 
dS; ð38Þ
with
p ¼
Z
L
Z
S
~pdRdL; ð39Þ
l ¼
Z
L
Z
S
z~pdRdL; ð40Þ
qa ¼
Z
L
Z
S
fa~pdRdL; ð41Þ
ra ¼
Z
L
Z
S
faz~pdRdL; ð42Þ
t ¼
Z
L
Z
S
~ps dRdL; ð43Þ
ls ¼
Z
L
Z
S
z~ps dRdL; ð44Þ
qas ¼
Z
L
Z
S
fa~ps dRdL; ð45Þ
ras ¼
Z
L
Z
S
faz~ps dRdL: ð46Þ
Further, we assume that the body under consideration is hyper-
elastic and possesses an elastic potential Wint represented by the
stored strain energy per unit un-deformed volume wð~CÞ. The
internal potential of the stored strain energy with respect to ~C
is then
Wint ¼
Z
M
Z
L
Z
S
wð~CÞdRdLdA: ð47Þ
Now, all ingredients are deﬁned to formulate a Lagrangian as
L ¼ K ðWint þWextÞ ð48Þ
such that Hamilton’s principle
d
Z t1
t0
Ldt ¼ 0 ð49Þ
holds. Here t is the time parameter and t0 and t1 are the time inter-
val boundaries.
With (36), (47) and (38), the Lagrangian reads
L¼1
2
Z
M
q0hR _x  _xþq0
h3
12
R _d  _dþq0h
b3ðaÞ
12
_aa  _aaþq0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
_ba  _ba
" #
dA

Z
M
Z
L
Z
S
wð~CÞdRdLdAþ
Z
M
p xþ l dþqa aaþra dbað ÞdA
þ
Z
@MN
t xþ ls dþqas aaþras dba
 
dS: ð50Þ
Hamilton’s principle, together with Gauss theorem and standard
arguments regarding the vanishing of variations at the boundaries
ﬁnally lead to the statementZ
M
q0hR€x dxþq0
h3
12
R€d ddþq0h
b3ðaÞ
12
€aa daaþq0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
€ba dba
" #
dA
þ
Z
M
Z
L
Z
S
@wð~CÞ
@~C
:d~CdRdLdA
Z
M
p dxþ l ddþqa daaþra dbað ÞdA

Z
@MN
t dxþ ls ddþqas daaþras dba
 
dS ¼ 0: ð51Þ
Inserting (34), together with (33), into the last equation leads to
Z
M
q0hR€x dxþq0
h3
12
R€d ddþq0h
b3ð aÞ
12
€aa daaþq0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
€ba dba
" #
dA
þ
Z
M
S :
1
2
dC0dAþ
Z
M
M :
1
2
dKdAþ
Z
M
Za :
1
2
dDadAþ
Z
M
Ya :
1
2
dHadA

Z
M
p dxþ l ddþqa daaþra dbað ÞdA

Z
@MN
t dxþ ls ddþqas daaþras dba
 
dS¼ 0: ð52Þ
Here, S; M; Za and Ya are resultant forces and moments which are
deﬁned as follows:
S ¼
Z
L
Z
S
2ðpM0 ÞT
@wð~CÞ
@~C
ðpM0 Þ1 dRdL; ð53Þ
M ¼
Z
L
Z
S
2z ðpM0 ÞT
@wð~CÞ
@~C
ðpM0 Þ1 dRdL; ð54Þ
Za ¼
Z
L
Z
S
2fa ðpM0 ÞT
@wð~CÞ
@~C
ðpM0 Þ1 dRdL; ð55Þ
Ya ¼
Z
L
Z
S
2zfa ðpM0 ÞT
@wð~CÞ
@~C
ðpM0 ÞT dRdL: ð56Þ
By deﬁnition these stress resultants are symmetric. In the simplest
cases of a linear constitutive law the above integrals can be evalu-
ated explicitly. In general, however, the integration is to be carried
out numerically. Eq. (52) deﬁnes a variational statement which can
serve as the basis for a numerical, ﬁnite element, meshfree-based or
otherwise solution procedure. Note that the functional as such does
not restrict the formulation to purely elastic behaviour. It is valid for
any material behaviour. The deﬁnitions in Eq. (53)–(56) are the ones
based on a hyper-elastic material behaviour. With modiﬁed deﬁni-
tions, depending on the material behaviour at hand, the functional
can be applied to any type of material response.
The variational statement can serve also as a basis to derive the
generalised equilibrium equations, which we want to do next. It is
helpful to introduce the stress resultants in component form. In
doing so we recall that the indices i; j; . . .take the values 1 and 2.
For simplicity, the components in the direction z will be assigned
the value 3. Accordingly, the following decompositions are in order
S¼SijðGiGjÞþSi3ðGiNÞþS3i NGi
 
þS33 ðNNÞ; ð57Þ
M¼MijðGiGjÞþMi3ðGiNÞþM3i NGi
 
þM33 ðNNÞ; ð58Þ
Za¼Za ijðGiGjÞþZa i3ðGiNÞþZa3i NGi
 
þZa33 ðNNÞ; ð59Þ
Ya¼Ya ijðGiGjÞþYa i3ðGiNÞþYa3i NGi
 
þYa33 ðNNÞ: ð60Þ
With the above decompositions and the deﬁnitions of all strain
measures as given in (29)–(32) at hand, the functional of Eq. (52)
takes the form
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M
q0hR€x dxþq0
h3
12
R€d ddþq0h
b3ðaÞ
12
€aa daaþq0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
€ba dba
" #
dA
þ
Z
M
Sijx;jþSi3dþMijd;jþ2Mi3kdþZa ijaa;jþZa i3baþYijba;j
 
dx;i
h
þ Si3x;iþS33dþMi3ðd;iþ2kx;iÞþ4M33kdþZa i3aa;iþZa33baþYa i3

 2kaa;iþba;i
 þYa332kba ddþ Mijx;jþMi3dþYa ijaa;jþYa i3ba  dd;i
þ 2Mi3x;i dþ2M33d dþYa i32aa;i dþYa332d ba
 
dk
þ Za ijx;jþZa i3dþYa ijd;jþ2Ya i3kd
 
daa;i
þ Za i3x;iþZa33dþYa i3d;iþ2Ya33kd
 
dba
þ Ya ijx;jþYa i3d
 
dba;i
i
dA

Z
M
p dxþ l ddþqa daaþra dbað ÞdA

Z
@MN
t dxþ ls ddþqas daaþras dba
 
dS ¼ 0: ð61Þ
Now Gauss theorem, together with standard arguments of varia-
tional calculus, provide us with the Euler–Lagrange equations of
the above functional which read:q0hR€x¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Sijx;jþSi3dþMijd;jþ2Mi3kdþZa ijaa;jþZa i3baþYijba;j
 h i
;i
þp; ð62Þ
q0
h3
12
R€d¼ Si3x;iþS33dþMi3ðd;iþ2kx;iÞþ4M33kdþZa i3aa;iþZa33baþYa i3 2kaa;iþba;i
 þYa332kbah iþ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Mijx;jþMi3dþYa ijaa;jþYa i3ba
 h i
;i
þ l; ð63Þ
2Mi3x;i dþ2M33d dþYa i32aa;i dþYa332d ba ¼ 0; ð64Þ
q0h
bðaÞ3
12
€aa ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za ijx;jþZa i3dþYa ijd;jþ2Ya i3kd
 h i
;i
þqa ð65Þ
q0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
€ba ¼ Za i3x;iþZa33dþþYa i3d;iþ2Ya33kd
 
þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Ya ijx;jþYa i3d
 h i
;i
þr : ð66ÞThese are ﬁve equilibrium equations for the generalised shell. The
ﬁrst equation is the standard linear momentum equation extended
by various terms which relate to the new generalised stress resul-
tants. The second is the angular momentum equation, extended
too by these terms. The third equation is a higher order equilibrium
equation which relates to the degree of freedom k. It describes a
higher order equilibrium in the z direction and is modiﬁed by some
generalised terms which would be absent in a classical version of
the theory. The last two equations are purely generalised ones
and would be completely absent in a classical version of the shell
theory. Note also that the term 1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ð:Þ
h i
;i
is nothing but the
divergence operator applied to the bracketed expression.
We recall also that the integration over the micro-continuum S
in Eqs. (53)–(56) provides the micro-structure characterising inter-
nal length scale parameters and, so, scale effects are automatically
accounted for. Speciﬁcally, the coordinates of the micro-space fa
are deﬁned over the intervals ½ ba2 ; ba2 	, where ba are the internal
length scale parameters associated with the different dimensions
of S.
The above ﬁeld equations are complemented with the corre-
sponding Dirichlet boundary conditions
x ¼ xu; d ¼ du; aa ¼ aaju; ba ¼ baju on @MD; ð67Þ
with @MD ¼ @Mn @MN . Unless there is a physical indication as to
the possible values of aaju and baju, homogenous boundary condi-
tions for these quantities will be assumed.
The Neumann boundary conditions on @MN , which are the out-
come of the evaluation of Hamilton’s principle, read:ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Sij x;j þ Si3 dþMij d;j þ 2Mi3 kdþ Za ijaa;j þ Za i3 ba þ Yij ba;j
 h i
mi ¼ t ð68Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Mij x;j þMi3 dþ Ya ij aa;j þ Ya i3ba
 h i
mi ¼ ls ð69Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za ijx;j þ Za i3dþ Ya ij d;j þ 2Ya i3 kd
 h i
mi ¼ qas ð70Þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Ya ijx;j þ Ya i3d
 h i
mi ¼ ras ð71Þ
where mi are the components of the normal at the boundary
m ¼ miGi:
Remark. It should be noted that the ﬁnal deﬁnition of the volume
elements through the metric
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
in normalised by the volume (or
surface or length) of the micro continuum, such that the integra-
tion process provides us with the correct values of volumes or
surfaces etc. Alternatively such a normalisation process can be
achieved by including it in the deﬁnition of the stress resultants
(53)–(56) and that of the resultant forces. The deﬁnitions then are
given as average values over the micro volumes (surfaces or
lengths). Another equivalent way is to deﬁne from the outset the
internal potential (Eq. (47)) normalised (divided) by the micro
volume (surface or length).5. A higher gradient shell theoryaIn the preceding sections a complete shell theory has been
presented with altogether 7 classical degrees of freedom and a
further family of vectors aa and ba, which deﬁne the generalised
degrees of freedom the number of which depends on the se-
lected dimension of the micro space. In what follows we would
like to reduce the number of these extra degrees of freedom by
presenting a shell theory which preserves most of the features
of the theory presented so far without increasing the number
of degrees of freedom. This comes at the price of increasing
the order of derivatives involved such that the shell theory be-
comes a higher gradient theory. The starting point is Eq. (26).
With the choice of
aa #k; t
 
þ zba #k; t
 h i
¼ @
@#a
x #k; t
 
þ zd #k; t
 h i
; ð72Þ
we can eliminate the extra degrees of freedom. However, the choice
restricts the dimension of the extra micro space to two or less since
the dimension of the base continuum (the shell surface) is itself
two. This restriction may be considered as sufﬁcient in most practi-
cal cases. The above choice results in
aa #k; t
 
¼ @
@#a
x #k; t
 
; ð73Þ
ba #k; t
 
¼ @
@#a
d #k; t
 
: ð74Þ
With the above choices the deformation gradient takes the form
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 
d;i þ z2 k;idþ fa x;a i þ zfad;a i
  ~Gi
þ 1þ 2zkð Þdþ fad;a z½ 	  ~Nþ x;a þ zd;að Þ  ~Ia: ð75Þ
With this expression at hand the strain measures of the shell theory
can be derived. Indeed similar to the expressions given in Eqs. (29)–
(32), the modiﬁed strain measures read:
C0 ¼ x;i  x;j ðGi  GjÞ þ x;i  d Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ d  d ðN NÞ; ð76Þ
K ¼ x;i  d;j þ d;i  x;j
  ðGi  GjÞ þ ðd;i  dþ 2kx;i  dÞ
Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ 4kd  d ðN NÞ; ð77Þ
Da ¼ ðx;i  x;a j þ x;a i  x;jÞ ðGi  GjÞ þ ðx;i  d;a þ x;a i  dÞ
Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ 2d  d;a ðN NÞ; ð78Þ
Ha ¼ x;i  d;a j þ x;j  d;a i þ x;a i  d;j þ x;a j  d;i
  ðGi  GjÞ
þ 2kx;a i  dþ d  d;a i þ d;i  d;a
 
Gi  Nþ N Gi
 
þ 4kd  d;a ðN NÞ: ð79Þ
The external potential becomes:
Wext ¼ 
Z
M
p  xþ l  dþ qa  x;a þ ra  d;að Þ dA

Z
@MN
t  xþ ls  dþ qas  x;a þ ras  d;a
 
dS ð80Þ
and the kinetic energy takes now the more complex form
K ¼ 1
2
Z
M
q0hR _x  _xþ q0
h3
12
R _d  _dþ q0h
b3ðaÞ
12
_x;a  _x;a
"
þ q0
h3
12
b3ðaÞ
12
_d;a  _d;a
#
dA: ð81Þ
However, since the ﬁrst two terms in the above expression
already provide a kinetic contribution related to the degrees
of freedom and with the fact that the last two terms are
small in magnitude, hitherto these last two terms will be
neglected.
The deﬁnition of the stress resultants remains unchanged and
so the evaluation of Hamilton’s principle now results in the
following expression, which is the counter part to the functional
in Eq. (61),ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Sij x;j þ Si3dþMijd;j þ 2Mi3 kdþ Za ijx;a j þ Za i3d;a þ Yijd;a j
 h i
mi 
h
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za ijx;j þ Za i3dþ Ya ijd;j þ 2Ya i3 kd
 
mi ¼ qas ;ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Mij x;j þMi3dþ Ya ij x;a j þ Ya i3d;a
 h i
mi þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za i3 x;i þ Za 33dþ Ya i
h
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Ya ijx;j þ Ya i3d
 
mi ¼ ras ;Z
M
q0hR€x dxþq0
h3
12
R€d dd
" #
dA
þ
Z
M
Sijx;jþSi3dþMijd;jþ2Mi3kdþZa ijx;a jþZa i3d;aþYijd;a j
 h
dx;iþ Si3x;iþS33dþMi3ðd;iþ2kx;iÞþ4M33kdþZa i3x;a i

þZa33d;aþYa i3 2kx;a iþd;a i
 þYa332kd;a dd
þ Mijx;jþMi3dþYa ijx;a jþYa i3d;a
 
dd;i
þ 2Mi3x;i dþ2M33d dþYa i32x;a i dþYa332d d;a
 
dk
þ Za ijx;jþZa i3dþYa ijd;jþ2Ya i3kd
 
dx;a i
þ Za i3x;iþZa33dþYa i3d;iþ2Ya33kd
 
dd;a
þ Ya ijx;jþYa i3d
 
dd;a i
i
dA

Z
M
p dxþ l ddþqa dx;aþra dd;að ÞdA

Z
@MN
t dxþ ls ddþqas dx;aþras dd;a
 
dS¼ 0: ð82Þ
This functional can serve as a starting point for a numerical formu-
lation. Indeed the numerical treatment in Section (6) is based on it.
It is worthwhile, however, to write down the resulting Euler–La-
grange equations. The latter can be derived in a standard way by
applying Gauss theorem twice and by making the standard argu-
ments of calculus of variation. One achieves:
q0hR€x¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Sijx;jþSi3dþMijd;jþ2Mi3kdþZa ijx;a jþZa i3d;aþYijd;a j
 h i
;i
 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za ijx;jþZa i3dþYa ijd;jþ2Ya i3kd
 h i
;ai
þpþqa;a;
q0
h3
12
R€d¼ Si3x;iþS33dþMi3ðd;iþ2kx;iÞþ4M33kdþZa i3x;a iþZa33d;aþYa i3
h
 2kx;a iþd;a i
 þYa332kd;ai
þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Mijx;jþMi3dþYa ijx;a jþYa i3d;a
 h i
;i
þ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za i3x;iþZa33dþYa i3d;iþ2Ya33kd
 h i
;a
 1ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Ya ijx;jþYa i3d
 h i
;a i
¼ lþra;a;
2Mi3x;i dþ2M33d dþYa i32aa;i dþYa332d ba¼0: ð83Þ
The above equilibrium equations are complemented with the
Dirichlet boundary conditions
x ¼ xu on @MD and d ¼ du on @MD; ð86a;bÞ
@x
@#a
ma ¼ hu on @MD and @d
@#a
ma ¼ gu on @MD; ð87aÞ
together with the Neumann boundary conditions on @MN:ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Za ijx;j þ Za i3dþ Ya ijd;j þ 2Ya i3 kd
 i
;i
ma ¼ t; ð88Þ
ð89Þ
3d;i þ 2Ya 33 kd
i
ma 
ﬃﬃﬃ
G
p
Ya ijx;j þ Ya i3d
 h i
i
ma ¼ ls; ð90Þ
ð91Þ
Fig. 2. problem deﬁnition of a square sheet subjected to perpendicular point force.
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Fig. 3. midpoint deﬂection over time illustrating elastic size- scale effects
controlled by the magnitude of the internal length scale l.
2 For interpretation of color in Fig. 3 the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.
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boundary m ¼ maGa . In performing the Gauss theorem we have as-
sumed that the dimension of the micro space is the same as that
of the surface, that is a takes the values 1 and 2. In case of a choice
of a different dimension, the process is to be modiﬁed accordingly.
However, the approach as such remains exactly the same.
Now, the above ﬁeld equations have been derived via Hamil-
ton’s principle and so damping terms are not involved. However,
it is straightforward to expand these equations to include velocity
dependent terms of the form chR _x and c h
3
12R
_d, with c being some
damping parameter.
6. Numerical example
For illustrative purposes only we consider one numerical exam-
ple with the aim to qualitatively demonstrate size-scale effects
captured by the generalised shell theory. The details of the numer-
ical approach and further numerical studies are to be found else-
where (Sansour et al., in press). The numerical results are
compared with a classical Green strain tensor-based formulation,
(Skatulla et al., 2008). We make use of the classical hyperelastic
Saint–Venant-Kirchhoff constitutive law which involves as material
parameters the Young’s modulus E and Poission’s ratio m. For mod-
elling purposes the strain gradient-enriched shell theory is imple-
mented into a moving least square (MLS)-based meshfree code
(Belytschko et al., 1994; Liu et al., 1995). The dynamical modelling
utilizes an implicit time integration scheme based on the midpoint
rule. The Dirichlet boundary condition are enforced by the modi-
ﬁed boundary collocation method (Wagner et al., 2000). The mi-
cro-continuum S attached to each macroscopic pointXþ Z 2 ML is chosen to be one-dimensional with the associ-
ated micro-vector being deﬁned in Eqs. (73) and (74) to be parallel
to the sheets normal vectors in the un-deformed conﬁguration; in
Eq. (72); the index a takes one value which is 3:
a3 #k; t
 
¼ @
@#3
x #k; t
 
; b3 #k; t
 
¼ @
@#3
d #k; t
 
: ð92Þ
The internal length scale parameter associated with the respective
micro-space dimension is l and is kept constant throughout the en-
tire macro-spaceML. The numerical integration over the micro-
space is carried out with the help of the Gauss quadrature.
The following example, depicted in Fig. 2, is a square sheet sub-
jected to a perpendicular point force in the center of the sheet.
Exploiting its symmetry, only one quarter of the problem domain
is modelled and discretised by 25 uniformly spaced particles. At
its boundaries the vertical displacements are set to zero, however,
in-plane displacements are possible. The loading rate is chosen as
1:0 105 for a given force unit per time unit.
Due to the rapid load application the sheet is excited to swing
but the damping provides that the static solution uz ¼ 69:79 is
obtained at time t 
 0:45 as shown in Fig. 3. The red curve indi-
cates the classical Green2 strain-based solution and the curves in
dark-blue, green, purple and sky-blue illustrate the dynamic defor-
mation behaviour predicted by the generalised shell theory with
increasing internal length scale parameter l.
Clearly, for larger values of the internal length l, the sheet be-
haves stiffer inﬂuencing the deﬂection amplitude as well as the
swinging frequency; the amplitude is decreasing whereas the fre-
quency is increasing. Moreover, as the static solution is ap-
proached, we ﬁnd an increase in frequency over time which is
more rapid for larger length scale parameters. This behaviour is
consistent with the increase in stiffness of the sheet due the high-
er-order strain contributions which become more dominant for
larger l’s.7. Conclusion
The presented generalised shell theory constitutes the direct
adaption of the fully three- dimensional strain gradient approach
(Sansour et al., 2009). Albeit it bears similarities to the latter, the
shell-speciﬁc kinematics leads to new generalised strain measures
which, however, can be directly applied to conventional three-
dimensional constitutive laws. The inﬂuence of the micro-struc-
ture, in particular its orientation, is linked to the strain gradient
contributions and its associated internal length scale parameters.
In this way, it naturally enters the resulting macroscopic material
behaviour without additional constitutive parameters besides the
geometrical speciﬁcations of the micro-continuum.
While the present paper focuses on a generalised theory, it
merely alludes to potential areas of application exempliﬁed by
one numerical example. The authors do acknowledge the impor-
tance of additional experimental veriﬁcation knowing that it is in-
deed still an ongoing area of research in the ﬁelds of mechanics and
physics. In particular, the magnitude of the internal length scale
parameters in the proposed model in relation to the actual charac-
teristic lengths of the material under consideration requires atten-
tion. Moreover, in order to extend the theory’s range of application,
it is worthwhile to explore less trivial micro-space metrics as well
as higher-order strain and stress tensors embedded in an extended
space with corresponding constitutive laws speciﬁcally tailored to
it. The present paper do provide the framework to do so.
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